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rectilinear hut, possj-bly of
but otherwise there were no
found.

The large cairnfield, near Charlesground
GiIt, contaj-ns over 130 cairns, many of which
are very large and prominent. Although thlsrepresents a considerable amount of stoneclearance activity, none of the cairns are
aligned along former field boundarles and thedistribution is apparently random.

Of the fifteen small cairnfields found from
both survey areas, nine were not on any
archaeological record prior to the survey,
highlighting the inadequacy of the present
record. These small cairnfields are a common
feature on all the marginal uplands adjacent
to the coastal plain, and although the LDNp
survey has recorded a substantial proportion
of them, there are potentially many more to
be discovered, especially along the marginal
lands adjacent to the coastal plain.

Excavations in Lancaster City Centre
November 1 990

by Denise Drury, Nick Hair and Rache1 Newman

A series of small trial excavations r"ere
undertaken in November 1 990 by the Lancaster
University Archaeological Unit on behalf of
Lancaster City Council. The trenches vtere
placed around Lhe present market site and in
property adjoining Damside Street. with the
aim'of issessing ifre date, nature and depth
of any surviving archaeological stratigraphy.
oamside Street is known to lie above the
medieval mill leat, but it may also mark an
earlier course of the River Lune, possibly
that existing during the Roman period. The
market site lies at the furthest extent of
the medieval Lancaster and was thought to be
beyond the bounds of the Roman civil
seltlement, although some evidence for Roman
burials had been recovered from Penny Street'
to the south.

The Market Site

Four trenches were excavated around the
market: two to the east, adjacent to James
Street, one to the north in Barrows Yard and
a further trench behind Arndale House, to the
west. Atl had been disturbed to a greater or
lesser extent by post-medieval occupation
and, indeed, a cellar had removed all trace
of earlier activity from the northern trench
in James Street. A deposit, approximately 1m

deep, of largely sterile material was
iaenlifiea behind Arndale House, clearly
sealed by modern layers; within this a plt
was recoiaea in the north-east corner of the
trench.

medieval date,
hut structures
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Much of the trench in Barrows yard had beenaffected by cellars, but a small area ofearlier stratigraphy, 0.75m wide, remainedintact. Here a deep deposit of orangematerial, becoming grey with depth, overlay acobbled surface, some 1.30m below thepresent ground surface. The layer wasclearly somewhat disturbed slnce Roman,medieval and post-medieval materlal vrasassociated, but at the base only Romanmaterial was identified and it is almost
certain that the surface belonged to thisperiod.

The southern trench adjacent to James Street
produced a similar stratigraphical seguence
of a deep deposit, sealed by part of a post-
medieval structure, at the base of which anapparently elongated feature containing
medieval pottery was identified. Thia
feature cut a sandy layer, which appeared to
be disturbed natural subsoil, containing both
Medieval and Roman pottery.
Damside Street

A single small trench ( 3. S 2n.l \das
excavated in 1 5 Damside Street, generously
financed by Lloyds Bank. Borehole samples inthe vicinity had suggested that there was adepth of archaeological material of up to4.50-5m here, including possible r j_verine
depositsr so therefore, the excavation
methods were dictated by shoring
requirements. A small amount of post-
medieval occupation had survived later
construction and demolition, including the
base of an apparently barrel-lined cesspit,probably of eighteenth century date. A

substantial medieval layer vtas excavated,
including two large rubbish pits and part of
a ditch, aligned paratlel to the mill leat.
Below itris *as a spread of silting, which
vras at first thought to demonstrate the
proximity of the earlier course of the river;
however, Roman layers v/ere sealed by this
silting and it seems more likely that it
represents a temporary flooding of the area.

Spreads of large stones \^tere interleaved with
slveral fairly featurless layers, which
contained Roman pottery. These seemed to
relate to the occupation of the site and l,.rere

rich in organic material, although it is
possible that they simply represent hillwash
down the steep slope from Roman activity in
Church Street. These horizons sealed an
apparently linear cut, which was filled with
a-mass oi medium to large stonesr some of
which appeared to have been roughly worked,
set in i clay matrix. The precise nature of
this feature remains uncertain, since it lay
to a great extent beneath the section, but it
may hive been a foundation trench for a wall
or platform. It was associated with pottery
of an early Roman date and had been cut into
the relatively undisturbed subsoil- It
therefore seems to represent the primary
occupation of the area.

Discussion

Small evaluation trenches cannot hope to give
a complete picture of the archaeology of an
area, but they can give an indication of the
depth, nature and date of surviving
archaeological stratigraphy. They are
therefore an essential tool when considering
the necessary archaeological response to
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long-term urban redevelopment.

The site in Damside Street demonstrated that
the suspected depth of archaeology wag not
simply an accumulation of material washlng
down the slope from Church Street
interspersed with riverine deposits, but
represented the occupation of the actual
area; nor vtas this activity of a single
period, since Lhere were clear indications of
Roman, medieval and post-medj-eval use. The
evidence for an early Roman presence was of
particular interest, since previous
speculations have imputed a development of
the Green Ayre/waterfront area as a laLer
Roman phenomenon, perhaps associated with the
Wery WaIl fort.

It was not to be expected that evidence for a
formal waterfront would be encountered in
such a small site, but the trench diQ prove
that the river has not flowed immediately
below the bluff of Church Street at any time
since before the Roman period. However, the
presence of silting would indicate that it
lay within the zone affected by flooding and
that therefore it is ralmost certain that
the course of the river has moved to the west
during the last two thousand years. Perhaps
significantly, the greatest depLh of silting
appears to have occurred after the Roman
occupation had ceasedi this accords with a
growing body of evidence from the Fylde which
implies a rise in sea level during the post-
Roman period.

The evidence of medieval occupation of the
site would suggest that it formed part of a
burgage property, almost certainly fronted on
to Church Street. The identification of a

ditch parallel to the projected line of the
mill leat, implies a formal boundary to the
propertyr'perhaps indicating the presence of
; back lane alongside the mill stream'
Again, this provides important information
on ttre extent of the medieval town and the
type of activity occurring away from the main
s-tieets. It is clear that the sile remained
within the tail of property until the
culverting of the mill leat and the
development of Green Ayre in the later
eighteenth centurY.

The present evaluation exercise has
demonstiated that islands of archaeology
survive between post-medieval properties
around the market site. The results of this
evaluation indicate that examination of these
areas may make a significant contribution to
our undeistanding of the extent and nature
of the occupation of Roman and medieval
Lancaster. Given the somewhat fragmented
nature of the surviving archaeology, it is
important that a ful1 picture should be
construcLed from cartographic evidence of
post:medieval housing, now demolished, which
may have been ce1lared. This would allow a
relatively accurate response to be formulated
in the event of the redevelopment of the
area.

The presence of Roman activitY, and
particularly of the cobbled surface in
ilarrows Yard, is of great importance, since
it indicates that the Roman civil settlement
was much larger than previously believed and
that it may, in fact, have been as large if
not larger than the medieval town. Current
theory is turning ar,\tay from the concept of
vici as shanty towns dependent on military
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installations, and certainly the growlng
evidence from Lancaster and Ribchester would
support the hypothesis that at least somc had
urban characteristics.
The evidence from the two sites indicates
that they can both contribute to our
understanding of the development and changes
that have occurred, not only in the Rornan
period but also during the growth of medieval
Lancaster. The results from the Damside
Street site pose questions concerning the
condition and use of the area over timer ds
well as yielding j-nformation about the Roman
occupation itself. Similarly, although to a
Iesser extent, the market site deals with an
area about which little is known and which
was thought to be outside the main area of
earlj-er settlement. It may be possible, from
the surviving archaeologyr to ascertain
whether the area was occupied throughout the
Roman and subsequent periods or whether the
activity was sparse and intermittent. Either
conclusion would add to the picture of the
development of Lancaster, since establishing
the use or abandonment of a site will
contribute to a widllr understanding of a
settlement.

It can be seen that both sites merit further
investigation, although perhaps to a
different degree of intensity. It is hoped
that this will be undertaken in the event
of firm redevelopment commi.tments being
formulated for either one or both of the
siLes.

Rlbchester Excavations 1 990
by Kath Buxton & Chris Howard-Davls

The presence of a stone-buiIt fort and
extensi-ve extramural settlement, lying
targely beneath the Parish Council and glebe
lands at Ribchester, Lancashire has been
known since the sixteenth century. Riverine
eroslon, which to date has destroyed about
one third of the area of the fort, has on
occasion exposed elements of its
construction.

There have been numerous small-scale
excavations within both the fort and the
extramural settlement and the more recent of
these have been undertaken in rescue
conditions. It is currently suggested that
the fort was originally built during the
northwards advance of Agricola, in the late
AD 70's. It lies within the territory of the
Brigantes at a strategically sensitive point,
the intersection of major north-south and
east-west routesr ds well as overseeing
access to the west coast vi-a the River
Ribble.

Olivier (1 ) established the existence of an
early timber fort and multiple ditch systemt
which followed a differing alignment to that
of its stone-built successor. The identity
of its garrison during the first and second
centuries is uncertain although there is
epigraphic evidence indicating the presence,
at various times, of troops from both the VI
and xX legions. The precise dating of the
stone rebuild is unknown but inscriptions
indicate that it was in existence by AD

161/9. It continued to be occupied until the
fourth century with only one brief period of
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